ABSTRACT

Abdul Rachman (11161478), Information System Design Web Based T-Shirt Sales At Toko Kita Shop.

Internet as a global network has been proven to facilitate users both in communication and in exchange of information. In this case the internet is the most appropriate information media to answer all the needs, which can be accessed by the public whenever and wherever. The design of information systems ordering web-based salon service is helping consumers to perform home care, while to generate maximum benefits required maximum service as well. Therefore it takes a marketing medium, like for example E-commerce. Creating an E-commerce website using Dreamweaver CS6, PHP, and MySQL is one solution to solve existing problems especially in the problem of increasing revenue and introducing new facilities from Toko Kita Shop to consumers without having to come directly. With that it is expected that the writer is able to help introduce E-commerce in order to help the IT lovers or people who want to know about this E-commerce.
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